the rain stopped 10 minutes later
and a clear blue sky emerged,
remaining for the rest of our time
at the lake. It's hard to argue with
success.
The underwater conditions
proved to be another surprise.
The visibility was at least 45 feet,
but divers would quickly be swallowed by darkness without their
lamps. Humic acids produced by
decomposing organic matter left
the water tinged reddish brown,
making it seem like we were diving in a huge cup of tea.
The d a r k water limited
plant life to the top 20 feet of the
lake. Huge fallen trees on the
muddy bottom provided hiding
places for plenty offish.
After d i v i n g the lake's
northern shore, we were even
more curious about what we
would find to the south, where a
huge cliff edged the lake. We
knew from our echolocation that
the wall continued straight down
for 150 feet before angling off at
45 degrees to the lake's center.
We discovered massive submerged overhangs jutting out
from the wall, and huge cracks
that beckoned for exploration.
For days we collected biological samples and searched for
archeological remains. In the sediment of a nearby river, we saw
indications of man-made construction that was possibly
intended to secure the shoreline
or change the river's flow.
Although we didn't find the
lost gold of the Incasthat legend
says is in one of these Andean
lakes, the group came away with
unforgettable memories. There
were even times we thought we
could hear the ghosts of the
cloud warriors whispering in the
rain drops. One thing is for sure:
We will return. - Stefan Austermuhle
Stefan Austermiihle is director of projects and scientific
investigation for Mundo Azul. For
more about this story, visit
www.peru.com/m undoazul.
sportdiver.com

3D Underwater Macro
Using the latest technology to enhance images
In early 2000, NASA sent up a space shuttle to
re-map the entire Earth and create Digital
Elevation Maps (OEM). You are probably scratching your head wondering just what this has to
do with underwater photography? Believe it or
not, much of the technology used in underwater
exploration comes from "spinoff" technologies
related to space exploration. Often it comes in
the form of computer software and hardware
that share applications useful to underwater
research.
As software reviewers for several photography magazines, we recently ran across a program
called Bryce 4 from Corel Corp that uses DEM files
to create jD maps of different parts of the United
States. We quickly realized that we could apply
this same technology to underwater macro pictures. The surface of small underwater animals
like the skin of a starfish, sea cucumbers and coral
all resemble land masses on Earth. Right?
We loaded a couple of images and watched
to see how the program converted these macro
landscapes into }D images. They looked great!
After extensive experimentation, we found that
with the help of Adobe Photoshop, we could create full-color DEM images. We were able to convert two-dimensional jsmm images into jD digital files that could be rotated and viewed from
any angle.
So why stop there? We found that we also
could fly through a scene and create a high-resolution video. Wow! We took a single shot of a
brain coral, scanned it into the computer and
imported it into Corel Bryce 4. The DEM converter

then was used to create a 3D image of the brain
coral. Next, we created a short movie, where we
flew towards the brain coral, turned 90 degrees,
and coasted down one of the ridges formed by
the coral. What a ride! Best of all, we found that
we could also add water visibility, control the
angle of the light or its fall-off and generate
extremely high-resolution images.
Granted, the images are not a perfect representation of the actual shapes, but they are
interesting since they provide a depth of field
beyond any known laws of photographic
physics. We will continue to experiment, so
stay tuned as we provide updates on this and
other future "spinoff" technologies.
- Jack and Sue Drafahl
N E W S U R F A C E I M A G I N G METHODS M A Y H E L P
RESEARCHERS BETTER UNDERSTAND SEA CREATURES
LIKE STARFISH (ABOVE) AND SEA CUCUMBERS (BELOW).
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